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Following an exciting week, we had a wonderful start to our Friday morning 

as we watched the Grade Ones ringing the school bell, accompanied by 

the Grade Sevens. This special occasion marks the start of ‘big school’ and 

our formal WHPS uniforms. Our Grade Sevens will ring the bell as they leave 

WHPS at the end of their prep school days, ready to move on to their next 

exciting   adventure at their respective high schools. 

A special chapel service and leadership induction ceremony followed,          

conducted by Father Samuel Isaacs. 

Thank you to the parents who took the time to be here.  Your support of 

your sons is appreciated, as is the value that you place on the importance 

of   leadership in our school and in society. 

In the words of the renowned leadership author, John Adair, “Few will lead      

nations, some will lead large corporations and companies but all will lead          

families – and this is most important of all!”   

In our time together the single most valuable aspect of leadership that we 

will learn together is that leadership is about serving others! 

In our school’s pledge we promise to respect and honour our God;         

ourselves; other people; and the environment. We commit to serving in 

these areas.  

Martin Luther King Jr, the famous civil rights leader said, “Life’s most urgent    

question is: What are you doing for others?”  The value and necessity for 

servant leadership is also emphasised in the teachings of Jesus: ‘Do unto 

others as you would have others do unto you.’ Jesus was an amazing    

leader as He served people unconditionally.  
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We encourage our Grade Sevens to continue enjoying their leadership   

journey at WHPS – a journey that began in their junior prep years and will 

continue for the rest of their lives. Our motto, Work Hard Play Straight fits our 

leadership path  perfectly because we all need both these parts of our  

motto.  Hard work will be rewarded, however, we need to also play, have 

fun and maintain a good sense of humour.  

Appreciation of your support 

Firstly, thank you for your support and attendance at our Grade 0-7           

Academic Information Evening on 20 January. This is one of our most        

important evenings of the year and it was wonderful to see our parents turn 

out in full force! We look forward to socialising with you at the Parents       

Association’s Meet and Mingle Cocktail Function this evening.  

Secondly, the boys have enjoyed a good start to the year on the sports 

fields. A number of cricket matches have been played and our Friday galas 

have been going well. It has been excellent to see the boys  supporting 

their team mates until the end of the galas. The boys are truly living our 

term’s theme of ‘Stronger Together’! We express our gratitude to the parents 

for supporting this fundamental cornerstone of our school. 

Mark Whitelaw / Headmaster 

When you  

encourage  
others, you in the 

process are  

encouraged  
because you're  

making a  

commitment  

& difference  
in that person's life. 

Encouragement 
really does make a 

difference.  

 

Zig Ziglar 
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OPEN DAY 2020 

Our Open Day will take place on Friday, 21 February 2020. Please share this         

information with any friends, colleagues, or family members who may be             

interested in WHPS. Attending an Open Day is an opportunity to experience all    

aspects of WHPS, and we encourage interested parties to attend. 

 

All current parents are reminded to please submit applications for 2021 as soon as 

possible as we will begin with the admissions process for Whippets and Grade 0 

2021 during the months of February and March. 

 

Thank you in advance for your support of our Open Day as well as your assistance 

in marketing this event via word of mouth and through your personal networks. 

 

Sam Viney / Marketing, Events & Admissions 

OPEN DAY 

Friday,  

21 February  

2020  
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BATHOKWA PRIMARY SCHOOL - BAG PROJECT 

There is always something special about starting the year with a new suitcase, 

colourful stationery all waiting for their creativity to be unlocked, and nice new 

books with clean pages promising the potential of learning new and exciting 

things.  

The Headmaster Mr Whitelaw and Deputy Headmaster Mr Neilson and a         

delegation of the WHPS PA attended the handing out ceremony, of fully 

equipped suitcases to the 136 Grade 1 pupils at Bathokwa Primary School in 

Saulsville. The suitcases were donated by Heunis Steel. This initiative was started a 

number of years ago in partnership with WHPS, by Johan Heunis, a previous     

parent at WHPS.  

It was wonderful to see the parents of the children in attendance. Over the years 

the Principal of Bathokwa, Crystal Nkwana has made a concerted effort to get 

parents involved in the education of their children. In his address to the parents, 

Mr Whitelaw reiterated our belief that the active participation of the parents in 

the education of their children, in partnership with the school, is a recipe for    

successful learning.  

All the additional stationery that was donated by the parents of WHPS was        

delivered to the Bathokwa School Library. This donation supplements the grant 

by the Department of Education and ensures that all learners have the           

necessary equipment for another successful year.  

What a worthwhile way to spend a few hours enjoying the smiles on the eager 

faces of the little children. Like WHPS, Bathokwa Primary School represents a  

beacon of hope for the future.  

 

Mr Rob Neilson / Deputy Headmaster.  
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HOUSE FAMILIES - AN INTRODUCTION 

”The bond that 

links your true 

family is not one 

of blood, but of re-

spect and joy in 

each other’s life.” 

- Richard Bach 

 On Monday, the 27TH of January, we had our first WHPS family meetings. The 

WHPS families were introduced to our school a few years ago and have     

proven to be an asset to the development of comradery amongst our boys. 

Based on the premise that all WHPSian’s look out for one another, it is an       

opportunity for boys to meet across the grades and form bonds of friendship 

and trust within their community. Furthermore, it is a leadership opportunity for 

our Grade 7 boys as they are encouraged to take on the role as head of the 

family.  Sessions are learner focused with the mentor teacher taking the role of 

the facilitator. It also encourages the older boys to take on a ‘big brother’ role 

to the younger boys, creating an environment of trust and togetherness within 

our community. 

 

Each meeting is based on a theme, which the  

boys discuss and explore together. The theme for  

the first meeting was ‘The War on Plastic’, which  

links to our school theme for the year, “What a  

Wonderful World”. Our WHPS boys really got stuck  

in and discussed how they can make a difference,  

as well as ways on which we as a community can  

reduce plastic usage in our school and homes.  

We look forward to another successful year of WHPS       

Families and are grateful for the opportunity our  

boys have to learn and grow together.  

 

Stephanie Georgiadis / Librarian 



On Friday 24 January 2020, our A, B and C swimming teams swam in the first      

Friday Friendly Galas of the season. Our C team travelled to St Paulus, while our A 

and B’s were at WHPS. Our boys swam with our sister school, St Mary’s DSG, and 

thoroughly enjoyed the experience. All boys have been working extremely hard, 

both in the mornings and afternoons. We look forward to all four swimming teams 

competing this Friday the 31st January at WHPS and at DSG. Congratulations to all 

swimmers, but particularly Asante Chivere, for being selected as the swimming 

captain for 2020.  

Garth Turvey / Deputy Head Extra Mural 
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SWIMMING - GALA  

CRICKET VS LYNNWOOD PRIMARY 
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HABIT #2 - MANAGE IMPULSIVITY 

LUNCH MENU - WEEK 3 

LEMA CAFÉ COFFEE SPECIAL 

Monday Beef Frikkadels with rich roasted onion gravy. 

Accompanied with Mashed Potatoes, Peas, 

Glazed Carrots and Green Salad. 

Tuesday Cape Malay Chicken Curry served on yellow 

rice with raisins. Chopped onion, green     

pepper and tomato Sambals. Fruit chutney, 

coconut, Plain yoghurt with fresh sliced       

banana and Garden salad.  

Dessert: Strawberry mousse pudding with wild 

berry compote. 

Wednesday Beef Stroganoff served with rice, green beans 

with caramelised chopped onion, beetroot 

wedges roasted and plain yoghurt, shredded 

lettuce salad with sliced mango. 

Thursday Chicken Schnitzel. Baked baby potatoes with 

garlic and parsley. Broccoli au Gratin 

Carrot and pineapple salad with fresh dhania 

Friday Macaroni cheese. Ratatouille 

Greek salad & African bean salad 

See D6 > Resources > Lunch Forms & Menus 

(Cooked Lunch) to download a  

Grade 0 School Cooked Lunch Form 

OR  a  

Grade 1—7 School Cooked Lunch Form 

 What is it? – Thinking before acting 

 Sounds like? – “Just a minute, let me think”, “What will happen if I do this?”, “What’s the right thing for 

 me to do now?” 

 Looks like? – Looking both ways before crossing the street. Examining directions before beginning a 

 task. Pause to think. 

 Feels like? – Slow down. Take a deep breath. Count to ten. Press pause.  

 

Effective problem solvers are deliberate. They think before they act. They plan, set goals, and develop     

strategies for success. Reflective individuals consider alternatives and consequences of several possible     

directions before they take action. Often our boys blurt out the first answer that comes to mind. Sometimes 

they start to work without fully understanding the directions or lack an organised plan.  

 

Here are some ideas to encourage boys to manage their impulsivity: 

 3-second rule : you may not put up your hand until you have considered the question for 3 seconds. 

 Give each boy 3 jelly babies – each time you answer a question, eat one  sweet. When the sweets are 

 finished you may not answer anything further.  By the end of the lesson each boy should have         

 answered their 3 questions in order to eat their sweets. 

 Ask yourself 3 questions: 

 Is it right? 

 Is it kind? 

 Is it relevant? 

 

Brigitte Theunissen / Deputy Academics 

 


